A GREAT
MINE NEEDS
GREAT
PEOPLE
Dalradian Gold has been exploring
its high-grade Curraghinalt
gold deposit since 2009 and
will be submitting a planning
application shortly to build a mine
at Curraghinalt. Currently, we
have nearly 100 people working
in different occupations at our
exploration site and our Omagh
and satellite offices. The largest
employer in the area, we use local
suppliers and accommodation
providers where possible, supporting
other jobs locally. As our project
moves forward, the number and type
of high-quality jobs supported by
Dalradian will more than triple.

Gold mining depends upon a diverse
range of skill-sets, many of which are
found in the people and professions
of Tyrone. Where there is a lack of
experience we will provide appropriate
further training and work with local
institutions to bolster the skills needed
for this burgeoning new industry.

Creating 350 jobs in County Tyrone

Mine operations also create many
professional, technical and managerial
jobs. Dalradian will need geologists,
surveyors, miners, laboratory
technicians and people from an
assortment of engineering disciplines.
Additionally, the mine will employ
environmental, health and safety and
community relations personnel.

We are working with local colleges and
Canadian mining colleges on developing
specialized courses designed to provide
county Tyrone’s people with the skills
needed for a career in mining.

Our internship programme has provided
work experience to 8 university students
each year in relevant disciplines such as
We will hire heavy equipment
administration, community relations,
mechanics, welders, drivers,
We will also be looking for people with geology and environment. We will be able
equipment operators, millwrights,
IT skills, HR and office administration to expand this program more than threeelectricians, crusher operators,
experience, as well as individuals who fold when the mine becomes operational.
blasters and more. These jobs are
have experience in finance.
Dalradian’s proposed mine will provide
essential to the operation of a mine;
and while most will require good GCSE Dalradian’s employees will be skilled more than 350 well-paid jobs for people
– whether they bring those skills or
in Tyrone. We will establish a new industry
grades, NVQs or BTECs, or relevant
learn
on
the
job
–
and
will
be
paid
that draws on skills and talent from
work experience, they won’t require a
accordingly. During operations, the
across the region, while creating new
Our jobs cannot be moved offshore
degree.
average wage will be around £40,000 opportunities. Dalradian will continue to
because the gold we intend to mine
Our exploration arm will keep
per year1 compared to the average of maximize use of local services and goods,
– a deposit of more than four million
operating;
so
core
cutters,
geo-techs,
£21,000 across NI2.
which will support an even larger number
ounces – is located right here in Tyrone.
drillers
and
drillers’
helpers
will
be
of indirect jobs. Estimated spend across
As soon as our planning application is
At Dalradian we are committed to
needed. People with backgrounds in
the life of the mine will be $1 billion.
approved, two years of construction
education; to providing our employees The direct employment, supply chain
trades like bricklaying, concreting
will begin, directly employing 300
with training so they can gain new
and tiling will find they can readily
spending and resulting economic activity
people. Once we begin operations,
skills and move on to different roles
apply
their
skills
to
these
roles,
which
will bring benefits across the county and
our direct workforce will grow to 350
has been the case for many currently within the company.
Northern Ireland.
or more, and span a broad range of
working on our project.
occupations and backgrounds.
1Source: Independent Feasibility Study 2Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings 2016
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